Questions for Professor Mike Adams
1. Professor Adams, in your experience, are some fields of research more hostile to
conservative thinking than others?
2. Professor Adams, after your victory in court, do you have a clear picture of what your
rights are as a professor under the First Amendment?
Questions for Jim Hoft
1. Mr. Hoft, have you been able to identify how Facebook has curbed traffic to your site?
2. Mr. Hoft, do you think you were targeted by one of Facebook’s algorithms, by human
review of your content, or by both?
Questions for Adriana Cohen
1. Ms. Cohen, the fact that you are a columnist for a traditional newspaper gives us insight
into the traction that your columns receive when it is published by the newspaper versus
when it is posted on social media. You state that there is a significant drop-off in traffic
on social media despite your columns’ popularity in print. Could there be any other
explanation for this besides some form of censorship? Do other columns from the Boston
Herald receive similar treatment on social media?
2. Ms. Cohen, how do you think you were identified by Twitter as someone to silence? Do
you think someone reviewed your Tweets? Do you think an algorithm identified you
according to what you were tweeting?
Questions for Jeremy Tedesco
1. Mr. Tedesco, is there a disconnect between what social media platforms promise versus
what they deliver in terms of open discourse?
2. Mr. Tedesco, what role does the Southern Poverty Law Center have in the regulation of
“hate speech” on social media platforms?

Questions for Harmeet Dhillon
1. Ms. Dhillon, in your written testimony, you describe the bias as being "institutionalized."
Can you explain how?
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2. Ms. Dhillon, can you explain Google's campaign to punish former employees? How are
these ex-employees "publicly shamed, humiliated, labeled, and cast out?"
3. Ms. Dhillon, have employees been harassed and ostracized for how they voted in the
2016 presidential election?
4. Ms. Dhillon, is this bias in part coming from top executives within Google?
5. Ms. Dhillon, how do Google's employment practices reflect on Google products?
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